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Abstract 

In this article , the theoretical and practical directions of increasing the socio-political activity of youth 

, the harmony of moral qualities of young people, the promotion of the national idea in the process of 

promotion and campaigning in the process of increasing the social-political activity of youth , the 

relevance of the issue of the national idea, the nation and their interdependence, and the importance of 

students-youth the scientific theoretical basis of developing high human qualities such as becoming a 

professional. 
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Introduction 

The large-scale reforms implemented in the Republic of Uzbekistan is to raise the young generation to 

become morally mature, and it is considered an urgent task. In particular, Decree No. PF-5106 of the 

President of the Republic of Uzbekistan dated July 5, 2017 " On improving the effectiveness of the state 

policy on youth and supporting the activities of the Youth Union of Uzbekistan" and the Decree of the 

Cabinet of 1Ministers dated February 23, 2018 " On educating youth in the spirit of military patriotism" 

According to 2decisions No. 140 HYPERLINK "javascript:scrollText", protection of the rights, freedoms 

and legal interests of young people, educating them in the spirit of respect for national and universal 

values, loyalty to the ideas of independence in mind and heart, awareness of national identity, love for 

the Motherland and attachment to its destiny, determination and development of self-sacrifice, various 

the importance of protecting against ideological threats is established. At the same time, it is up to the 

pedagogues to increase the efficiency and activation of work related to educating young people in the 

military-patriotic spirit, to more actively involve the citizens of our country, state and non-

governmental non-profit organizations and other institutions of civil society in the educational work in 

this regard, and to inculcate the feelings of patriotism and courage in the minds of young people. the 

period itself determines that it is considered a basic necessity. 

In the new historical period of national development , the qualities reflected in the traditional image of 

the next generation, physical, professional, intellectual ability, as well as national, universal 

characteristics represent the main personal indicators in the process of building a "free and prosperous 

Motherland, free and prosperous life". The main idea of the national ideology in our country is to build 

 
1 Decree of the President of the Republic of Uzbekistan dated July 5, 2017 No. PF-5106 " On improving the effectiveness of the state youth policy and supporting the activities of the 

Youth Union of Uzbekistan " 
2Resolution No. 140 of the Cabinet of Ministers of February 23, 2018 " On educating young people in the spirit of military patriotism" 
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a free and prosperous Motherland, a free and prosperous life. The main ideas are the development of 

the Motherland; country peace; public welfare; a perfect person; social cooperation; international 

harmony; is religious tolerance 3. 

The First President of the Republic of Uzbekistan, I.A. Karimov, defined the national ideology in his 

pamphlet entitled "Let the ideology of our society serve the people, the people, the nation, and the 

nation." to encompass the highest goals and tasks set before us today, and secondly, the diverse 

thoughts and ideas that exist in our society today, free views, aspirations and hopes of any categories 

and groups, regardless of any human beliefs and worldviews, all of them around a single national flag 

that unites, protects the integrity of our people and state, calls our country to the greatest goals, thirdly, 

our national ideology is completely free from any nationalism and similar elements, disdain for other 

peoples and peoples, feelings and views of discrimination against them, neighboring countries and 

peoples, in general to be a foundation and leader in gaining the respect and honor we deserve in the 

world community, in the international arena, fourthly, to be helpful in our noble work of educating our 

young generation in the spirit of patriotism, loyalty to the country, to instill in their hearts the qualities 

of humanity and humanity, fifthly, it is the glorious past and greatness of our Motherland expressed his 

theoretical views that it is necessary to link the future, to feel ourselves as the worthy inheritors of the 

eternal heritage of our great ancestors, and at the same time, it should be an idea that paves the way to 

achieve the universal achievements of the world and time and constantly calls for these goals 4. 

It is known that "an idea is a strong, profound thought that arises in human thinking, has a social 

character, has a strong influence on the psyche, calls society and people to action, and leads to a goal. 
5" 

An idea is a product of one person's thinking, and a national idea is a product of a whole nation's 

thinking. The national idea is a set of thoughts that gives meaning to the life of a person and society and 

leads it to a noble goal. A system of ideas creates an ideology. "Ideology is a system of ideas that 

embodies the needs, goals, interests, dreams and aspirations of a certain social group, social stratum, 

nation, state, people and society 6. " 

Ideas have always been an important factor in the development of human and social life. The ideas of 

freedom, independence, justice, and patriotism against any ideologies such as invasion, aggression, and 

fanaticism have taken priority. Historical experience shows that a certain idea first arises in the mind 

of a person. At the same time, this idea becomes a national ideology because it expresses high social 

interests and universal human truth. 

Realizing their physical and mental abilities, increasing their pedagogical and social importance, 

satisfying the interests and needs of students in the field of education should become the priority of the 

 
3 National independence idea : main concept and principles . Lecture texts for materials . -T.: New century generation , 

2001. - 18 p. 
4Karimov I. A. Historical without memory the future no - T.: Sharq , 1998. - p. 91-92 . 
5 National idea : propaganda technologies and terms dictionary . Academy, - T.: 2007. - 3 35 p. 
6The idea of national independence: the main concept, principles and terms (short explanatory dictionary). - T.: New 

generation, 2002. - 9 p. 
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pedagogical process aimed at the promotion of the national idea. Also, the creation of conditions that 

allow to increase the effectiveness of the promotion of the national idea requires a scientific approach 

to this educational process as an objective socio-pedagogical phenomenon. 

According to the pamphlet "Ethical problems in the Western world" written by A.Ganiev, one of the 

scientists of our republic, "According to the information provided by the American Psychiatric 

Association, 20% of electronic commerce is related to pornography, and 2 million people who call 

themselves "sex addicts" spend several hours a day on this. devotes to work. Studies have shown that 

e-porn is the most profitable industry (30 percent) with the least amount of effort and money for 

advertising. 70 percent of the new electronic market is pornography, 4 percent video games, 2 percent 

sports 7. " 

The universal aspects of all material and spiritual values achieved in the historical development of 

mankind are becoming internationalized and popularized outside the scope of the historical space, 

strengthening the process of integration of the principles of nationality and universality in the world. 

As a result, people are forced to live under constant pressure from various ideological centers that serve 

the interests of certain countries and political forces , spreading from far and near sources. 

In an era of heightened ideological threats, protecting our youth from the scourge of indifference and 

indifference, not allowing every young person to be apathetic towards the fate of the country, 

inculcating the mood of not being left out of the mass movement in the great creative work taking place 

in the life of our society, turning into an observer from the outside, like an observer, is a national task. 

it is necessary to introduce a new spiritual education system enriched with traditions, so that the evil of 

untouchability prepares the ground for the formation of foreign evils, such as the tendency to blindly 

adopt the culture, customs and lifestyle of another people. According to the book "National Idea: 

Propaganda Technologies and Glossary of Terms", the theory promoting the creation of a world state 

and global citizenship - "cosmopolitanism" - asserts that the concept of "Homeland" is relative. "This 

current shows that at the beginning of the development of society, it was impossible for a person to live 

outside the social and family environment. According to him, the attachment of some people to the 

Motherland leads to the restriction of personal freedoms 8. 

According to B. Zakirov's article "Western Civilization: Signs of Crisis", another evil in some regions of 

the world - celibacy, women's reluctance to bear children in general - is causing a unique demographic 

crisis in the country. According to US political scientist Patrick Buchanan, the birth rate in most western 

countries has fallen sharply, "tens of thousands of young American women do not want to give birth." 

The researcher explains this situation with the opinion that "people need a coffin more than a swing" 9. 

Another form of ideological threat is scientifically revealed in the article "Ideological Zombie Making 

Mechanism" by M. Bekmurodov, Doctor of Sociology. According to the author, it is aimed at raising 

doubts among other peoples about their religious beliefs, thereby causing them to abandon their faith 

and beliefs, to believe in religious groups adapted to the various sects and creeds that they promote, to 

 
7 Ganiev A. West in the world moral problems - T.: Voris , 2007. - 26 p. 
8 National idea : propaganda technologies and terms dictionary . Academy, T.: 2007. - 176 p. 
9Zakir B. Western Civilization: Signs of Crisis. "Tafakkur", 2007, issue 2, page 23. 
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remain steadfast in them and thus to expand their ranks - the "missionary" movement is aimed at the 

education of young people. poses a serious risk. This movement, which is called the "mechanism of 

making ideological zombies", is clearly manifested in the activities of sects, sects, currents that have 

separated from the traditional practices of faith in Islam, Christianity, Buddhism and Judaism. 

Processes of influence through religious faith are ending with changing people's consciousness, 

worldview and ultimately turning them into spiritual zombies. Missionaries their beliefs promote to use 

new methods and tools to achieve . These methods include providing charitable assistance, material 

assistance, medical assistance, and providing food 10. 

Among the ideological threats, there are invisible but active theories, one such vice is the so-called 

"doctrine" of "egocentrism". Professor M. Kuronov theoretically explained the content of this doctrine 

in his article entitled "Egocentrism - the philosophy of wildness". According to the author, "egocentrism 

is selfishness, living only thinking about oneself and one's own interests, not recognizing anything else, 

thinking that "it doesn't matter to me", arrogance, putting one's own interests above all else, ambition, 

arrogance, arrogance, not being able to listen to someone, admitting one's mistakes lack of acceptance, 

coldness, intolerance of criticism are signs of people suffering from egocentrism 11. 

The dialectic of the struggle between good and evil, truth and injustice, justice and ignorance, creativity 

and destruction, according to the historical forms, characteristics and essence of ideas and ideologies, 

is deeply explored in the pamphlet "The Idea of National Independence: Basic Concepts and Principles" 

prepared by a team of authors. analyzed. In the brochure, it is emphasized that the rejection of outdated 

beliefs and foreign views, the promotion of advanced thoughts, lofty goals and noble dreams to a new 

level is one of the urgent problems that are currently waiting for their solution 12. 

Based on the presented theoretical approaches about the need for the promotion of the national idea, 

we came to the opinion that there is a need to solve the following tasks in the process of increasing the 

effectiveness of the promotion of the national idea in the continuous education system: 

1. Wide promotion of the national idea formed in the years of independence in the society of Uzbekistan, 

instilling its life-giving, fair, and developing aspects into the minds of young people, using the most 

convenient educational methods, methods, technologies, paying special attention to the diversity of 

thoughts and approaches in this process, formation of high spirituality and ideological stability. 

2. To organize the youth, who are considered the main developing force of the society of Uzbekistan, 

around a single idea and to expand the scope of spiritual education. 

3. Coordination of the activities of youth groups that express the interests and hopes of young people, 

unite them towards a common goal and open a wide path for their development. 

4. Educating young people based on the national mentality of the Uzbek people based on the principle 

of eastern democracy and expanding the opportunities for continuous development, teaching them to 

be able to respond to ideas and actions that express various interests, goals and aspirations. 

 
10 Bekmurodov M. Making ideological zombies mechanism . " Marifat " newspaper , June 2, 2007 . 
11 Kuronov M. "Egocentrism is wildness philosophy ". " People word ", October 10 , 2006 . 
12 National independence idea : main concept and principles . Higher education institutions for experiential manual . -T.: 

New century generation , 2001. – 20 p . 
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5. Forming the experience of young people to be wary of aggressive moods aimed at the life of our 

independent country, in particular, the use of force and cunning, the psychology of slavery, and the 

promotion of foreign ideas and values. 

6. By forming the skills of striving for enlightenment and rationality in young people, instilling in their 

hearts such feelings as kindness, solidarity, cooperation, tolerance, and striving for harmony 13. 
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